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Abstract

Integrated curricula seem promising for the increase of attention on science and technology in primary education. A clear picture of the advantages and disadvantages of integration efforts could help curriculum innovation. This review has focussed on integrated curricula in primary education from 1994 to 2011. The integrated curricula were categorized according to a taxonomy of integration types synthesized from the literature. The characteristics that we deemed important were related to learning outcomes and success/fail factors. A focus group was formed to facilitate the process of analysis and to test tentative conclusions. We concluded that the levels in our taxonomy were linked to (a) student knowledge and skills, the enthusiasm generated among students and teachers, and the teacher commitment that was generated; and (b) the teacher commitment needed, the duration of the innovation effort, the volume and comprehensiveness of required teacher professional development, the necessary teacher support, and the effort needed to overcome tensions with standard curricula. Almost all projects were effective in increasing the time spent on science at school. Our model resolves Czerniac’s definition problem of integrating curricula in a productive manner, and it forms a practical basis for decision-making by making clear what is needed and what output can be expected when plans are being formulated to implement integrated education.
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Introduction

Our society is filled with science and technology, and everyone needs at least a basic level of understanding of it (Osborne & Dillon, 2008). Many people work in jobs related to science and technology, and an ample workforce with suitable schooling in these subjects is needed. Therefore, society needs to foster a positive student attitude toward science and technology (OECD, 2007; Rocard et al., 2007). But students’ attitudes toward science and technology appear to be poor in many cases (for an overview see Osborne, Simon, & Collins, 2003; Tytler & Osborne, 2012).

Attitudes toward science and technology are formed before the age of 14 (Osborne & Dillon, 2008) and in primary school (Turner & Ireson, 2010), a decline of interest and positive attitudes appears to have already begun (Murphy & Beggs, 2005). Often, very limited attention is paid to science and technology in primary education in terms of time (e.g. Martin, Mullis, Foy, & Stanc, 2012), and it does not effectively address pupils’ attitudes towards science (Turner & Ireson, 2010).
Globally, various programs have been initiated to increase attention on science and technology education in primary education (Léna, 2006). A key problem that hinders the implementation of more appealing science instruction in primary schools is the issue of the often overloaded curriculum (Dutch Inspectorate Of Education, 2005; Murphy & Beggs, 2005). Another major problem is that primary teachers often avoid teaching science (Appleton, 2007). Factors related to this avoidance include limited subject knowledge, limited pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), inadequate understanding of problem-solving skills, and low self-efficacy (e.g. Appleton, 2007; Traianou, 2006). Van Aalderen-Smeets, Walma van der Molen, and Asma (2012) found that teachers with a less positive attitude towards science spend less time on teaching it and have lower confidence; use more traditional, teacher centred, approaches to teaching; and are less able to foster positive attitudes in their students.

At the same time, Appleton (2002) found that teachers see science activities as more appealing when these are part of an integrated, thematic approach with a perspective that encompasses more than just science. An integrated approach in which time is shared with other subjects such as reading or calculus would also increase the time effectively available for science and technology in primary school and draw more attention to the subject. Moreover, there are indications that integration may improve learning outcomes in both of the combined subjects (Vars, 1996).

Our endeavour in this paper is to provide a systematic overview of the possibilities, typology, merits, and difficulties of implementing integrated curricula in primary schools in order to stimulate science and technology.

Integrated curricula are not new. Especially in middle and high school settings, there is a considerable amount of literature on integration (e.g. Beane, 1997; Czerniak, 2007; Drake, 2007; Rennie, Venville, & Wallace, 2012b; Venville, Wallace, Rennie, & Malone, 2002). Primary education, however, has its own unique characteristics. Unlike secondary teachers, primary school teachers are usually generalists and teach all subjects including literacy, mathematics, social studies, and science (Appleton, 2007). Being a generalist with no specific tertiary education in science influences teachers’ development and practice (Mulholland & Wallace, 2005).

Hence, we carried out a review focussing on recent empirical work on the integration of science and technology in primary school curricula, aiming to describe possible ways to proceed, as well as to describe the hindrances and affordances in the quest to increase attention on science and technology in primary school. To assure the ecological validity and practicality of the results, we used a focus group involving researchers and teacher educators.

Some remarks need to be made on terminology and the educational domain we focus on. We will use interchangeably the terms science, technology, and science and technology. Not all countries have the same traditions in teaching science and technology. England and the U.S.A. teach science and technology (engineering) as separate subjects. In other countries, such as the Netherlands and France, science and technology belong to the same domain in primary education (Rohaan & Van Keulen, 2011). There also are differences in curriculum standards and in the aims of science, technology, or science and technology. Although we recognize these differences (cf. Lewis, 2006), we assume they are of minor interest with
respect to contributing to positive attitudes towards science and technology at an early age through integrated curricula. Hence, we include in our review all studies focusing on integrated science, integrated technology, or integrated science and technology. In addition, the transition from primary (or elementary) education to secondary education does not take place at the same age in all countries. In most countries primary education ends or has ended at age 12, and we have therefore focussed on studies that concern students up to 12 years old.

Theoretical Framework

The curricular integration of subjects such as science has been a subject of research since roughly 1942, when Aiken (1942) published his so-called ‘eight-year study’, an extensive research project on curricular integration. Since then, many scholars have written on integration, although the term, curriculum integration was not always explicitly used. Wraga (1996) described various integration projects in a chronological overview. He reported on studies that used key words such as general education, core curriculum, block time, and interdisciplinary. A key review was conducted by Vars (1996). His main conclusion was that curricular integration generally had moderate to positive effects on students’ learning results. He could not, however, review enough research to form conclusive evidence. More recently, Vars and Beane (2000), Hinde (2005) and Drake (2000) reached a similar conclusion: they hinted at benefits but indicated that there were still too few research reports on integration’s efficiency and effectiveness. Drake (1998, 2000) was mildly positive about the effects of integrated curricula, although she also struggled with the limited number of suitable empirical reports. She concluded that the integrated curricula led to increased learning, boosted motivation in teachers and students, a better understanding of science concepts, and the increased use of higher-order thinking skills. George (1996) was more critical and called for caution when considering integrated curricula, finding no certainty for such claims.

Review studies focusing on integrated science education have also struggled with a small number of empirical studies, much in line with the general picture. An early review by Haggis and Adey (1979) collected data on 130 courses and projects identifying trends in integrated science education. Czerniak, Weber, Sandmannand, and Ahern (1999) called for more research to verify the widely claimed benefits of integration of mathematics with science and for research results that could be used to inform school-based practice. Gavelek, Raphael, Biondo, and Wang (1999) looked at integrated science and literacy instruction but were surprised by the small number of ‘data-driven’ research reports. For integrated science and mathematics curricula, Hurley (2001) quantified student results from 31 studies, mostly at the high school level. This meta-analysis reported small to medium effect sizes for science and mathematics achievement. In order to help synthesize the various findings, Czerniak and colleagues advised constructing a ‘coherent and concise definition of curriculum integration’ (Czerniak et al., 1999).

Findings with respect to cognitive learning outcomes of integrated curricula appear to have drawn upon the results of standardized achievement tests that focus on knowledge. Empirical evidence on other learning effects such as skills development could, therefore, hardly be included in the reviews currently available. Still, there is a growing call from researchers (Orpwood, 2007) and teachers (Levitt, 2002) for teaching and assessing higher-
order, cognitive skills development, often described as 21st century skills (cf. Dede, 2010), and skills and knowledge related to situational issues and practical problems. In establishing student learning effects resulting from integrated curricula, it is therefore important to pay attention to more than the results on standardized tests (Rennie, Venville, & Wallace, 2010).

This measurement issue concerning the effectiveness of integrated curricula coincides with the problem of defining what the term, integration means (Rennie et al., 2012b). Czerniak (2007) articulated the problem further: ‘At the fundamental level, a common definition of integration does not seem to exist that can be used as a basis for designing, carrying out, and interpreting results of research’(p. 542).

In the literature on integration that has a broader scope than primary science and technology, several approaches to integration that are helpful in constructing a framework that can guide our review have been described and distinguished (Beane, 1997; Drake, 2007; Fogarty, 1991; Haggis & Adey, 1979; Harden, 2000; Hurley, 2001; Venville, Wallace, Rennie, & Malone, 1998).

The idea of distinguishing kinds of integration has been subject to significant debate. For Beane, only curriculum planning that ‘is done without regard for subject-area lines’ (Beane, 1997, p. 10) could be labelled as integration. In his view, integration was always organized around problems in the real world that involve the application of knowledge. To him, the point was to focus on the problem at hand and not on covering standardized subject matter. In contrast, Venville and colleagues (e.g. Venville et al., 2002) pointed at the continuum between various approaches. They stressed that no single approach was a more authentic form of curriculum integration than another. A too narrow definition of integration could hinder progress by excluding potentially powerful approaches.

In constructing our framework, we have attempted to synthesise various taxonomies. Venville, Rennie, Wallace, and Malone in various studies (e.g. Venville et al., 1998; Venville, Wallace, Rennie, & Malone, 1999) since 1998 have referred to the different approaches to integration they encountered by using six terms that teachers themselves use: synchronized, thematic, project-based, cross-disciplinary, school-specialized, and community-focused. These different types of integration differ in terms of whether subjects are taught separately versus together (Rennie, Venville, & Wallace, 2012a).

In their review, Haggis and Adey (1979) focussed on integrating various science disciplines, for example biology with physics, and they distinguished three levels that refer to the intensity of integration: coordinated, combined, and amalgamated. In their approach to integration, the boundaries between the sciences gradually disappear, just as the word amalgamated suggests.

By means of ‘constant, comparative analysis of the qualitative data’, Hurley (2001, p. 263) identified five levels of integration: sequenced, parallel, partial, enhanced, and total, by looking at the integration of science with mathematics and drawing primarily on data from secondary education,. In sequenced integration, the teaching of science and mathematics is planned sequentially. Parallel integration involves the simultaneous teaching of the subjects through parallel concepts. When the disciplines are taught both separately and together, Hurley spoke of partial integration. Enhanced integration means that either science or mathematics is the dominant subject of the lessons. The most encompassing level of
integration Hurley identified is total integration in which both subjects are taught together and in balance.

For our review, we required a framework that did justice to the science integration in primary school, and we required classification criteria that could be decided upon in retrospect on the basis of analysing materials and reports.

Therefore, a typology that draws on the categorization of teachers (Venville, 1998), although inspirational, cannot be directly applied by scholars unacquainted with the corresponding teaching practice nor can typologies that focus on integrating sub-disciplines within science and/or technology (Haggis & Addey, 1979) because in primary school the challenge is to integrate science with non-science subjects. In addition, Hurley’s classification is not applicable because it draws on the presence of distinct subject matter teachers, which is atypical for primary education.

On the other hand, the typologies of Venville, Rennie, and colleagues (1998), Haggis and Adey (1979), and Hurley (2001) all share the idea of characterising an integrated approach in terms of ‘dissolving the boundaries between the subjects’ and the ‘extent to which the subjects remain (in)distinguishable’. In line with this, we have based our framework on the complexity of the integration, that is, on whether particular curricular components (e.g., aims, materials, and exercises) are shared over the subject.

Figure 1 illustrates a common visualization of integration types. We have defined the steps as complexity steps, employing commonly used names that these levels of complexity (for criteria, see Tables 1 and 2). In this context, complexity means that more elements of teaching are shared between subjects, for example, goals, lesson tables, exercises, explanations, tests, and grades. Hence, the higher forms of integration are more comprehensive. Although the metaphor of a staircase, or ladder may convey the message that the top is the ‘best’ approach to integration, the classification in fact is purely descriptive. The intuition that more comprehensive forms of integration are better by definition, is not warranted by research. Venville and colleagues stated that they ‘could not say that some were better, merely that they were different’ (2002, p. 50).

Another association that the complexity staircase may carry is that it represents stages of the development towards an integrated curriculum. Several scholars refer to long and difficult processes to develop an integrated curriculum that functions well in school (Chin & Brown, 2000; Drake, 2000, 2007; Fogarty, 2009; Hackling & Prain, 2008; Hurd, 1998). Burns (1995) called this the evolution from traditional to fully integrated curricula. Even though less complex forms of integration may serve as pilot or pioneer projects, we regard the choice of any form of integration as a pragmatic decision to be based upon available resources and the specific learning goals to be achieved. It is our aim to contribute to informed decision-making with a thorough and conceptually coherent review.
Figure 1: Different approaches to integration as a hierarchy on a complexity-staircase (composed on the basis of: Burns, 1995; Drake, 2007; Fogarty, 1991; Harden, 2000; Jacobs, 1989; Van Boxtel, 2009)

The types of integrated curricula that are indicated in Figure 1 are defined in Table 1. Researchers sometimes use a different name for the same level of complexity of integration or they use the same name for different levels of complexity. We mention the various names used in the literature, while our choice is identified in this section by the use of italics. In a fragmented (Fogarty, 1991), cellular (Fogarty, 2009), or isolated (Harden, 2000) curriculum, all disciplines or subjects are taught separately. The subjects have their own place on the lesson table, and in the time allotted, the goals of that specific discipline should be met. The next step is the connected (Fogarty, 1991, 2009) approach. Here, the teacher tells the students what the connection is between, for example, yesterday’s mathematics lesson and today’s science lesson. Making connections is a teaching activity, not a responsibility of the students. It is the teacher who consciously directs the students to the overlap and connection between the subjects. The goals are still attained in the time scheduled for the various separate subjects. The intermediate approach to integration is called nesting (Fogarty, 1991, 2009) and fusion (Drake, 2007). In this approach to integration, the goals for one subject are completely nested within the teaching of another subject. For example, language acquisition can be fused with history lessons through reading (and thus learning) about history during language lessons. In a similar way, mathematics can be nested by explaining mathematical formulas within the context of science lessons.

The next step is multidisciplinary (Drake, 2007; Harden, 2000). In this approach to integration, two or more subject areas are part of the same theme, a real-life problem, or a project. The individual disciplines have their own goals, but the content and the context of the teaching are matched to meet the demands of both disciplines.

In more comprehensive approaches to integration, such as interdisciplinary (Drake, 2007; Harden, 2000) and transdisciplinary integration (Burns, 1995; Drake, 2007; Harden, 2000), any reference to individual subject areas has disappeared, and the learning goals are
defined in terms of cross-disciplines. The skills and concepts that are related to the themes transcend subject-specific skills and knowledge. Transdisciplinary teaching is characterized by a student-centred, real-world context whereas interdisciplinary curricula use teacher-developed themes or projects as a starting point.

Table 1: summary of approaches to integration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isolated / cellular /</td>
<td>Separate and distinct subjects or disciplines. Often viewed as the traditional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fragmented</td>
<td>way of teaching.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connected / aware</td>
<td>Explicit connection is made between the separate disciplines, deliberately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>relating subjects rather than assuming that students will understand the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>connections automatically.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nested / fused</td>
<td>A skill or knowledge from another discipline is targeted within one subject/discipline. Content from one subject in the curriculum may be used to enrich the teaching of another subject.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multidisciplinary</td>
<td>Two or more subject areas are organized around the same theme or topic, but</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the disciplines preserve their identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary</td>
<td>In the interdisciplinary course there may be no reference to individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>disciplines or subjects. There is a loss of the disciplines’ perspectives, and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                         | skills and concepts are emphasized across the subject area rather than within
|                         | the disciplines.                                                            |
| Transdisciplinary       | The curriculum transcends the individual disciplines, and the focus is on the |
|                         | field of knowledge as exemplified in the real world.                        |

A clear definition of what integration is, how it is designed and carried out, and what results are to be expected is helpful in making an informed decision about curriculum reform. The complexity staircase provides a powerful, descriptive classification scheme that can help to solve Czerniak’s (2007) definition problem, and it can be used to compare one program to another (Rennie et al., 2012b). Individual studies on integration involving science and technology in primary school usually do not use this framework, but they can probably be characterized in these terms.

**On Educational Innovation**

The generic literature on the success of educational innovations (Ely, 1990; Fullan, 2001; Pinto, 2005) has investigated various factors related to the success or failure of an educational innovation, such as the need for change, continued support by the school administration, critical mass, clarity of goals, and the quality of the programs. Several of these aspects, combined with components such as learning activities, the teacher’s role, assessment, time, and aims and objectives, make up the school curriculum (Hattie, 2003; Thijs & Van Den Akker, 2009). It is clear that the complexity of a new educational approach will relate to many of these factors. Generally speaking, small and relatively simple innovations are less demanding for staff, administration, and so on. Therefore, complexity may be critical to implementation.
The literature has also stressed the pivotal role that teachers play. When teachers do not adopt the innovation, it will fail. The teachers’ motivation for and commitment to the innovation are needed. It is important the project’s aims match the teachers’ personal aims (Vos, 2010). The innovation should be understood and recognized as realistic and worthwhile. It should have value in the eyes of the teachers (Wopereis, Kirschner, Paas, Stoyanov, & Hendriks, 2005). To achieve this, teacher support and professional development (PD) are crucial. Furthermore, teachers should build up a sense of ownership in the innovation (Vos, 2010, p. 18). One way to do this is to involve them in designing the classroom materials.

**Research Questions**

This study has aimed to evaluate empirical results on integrated science curricula in primary education and to describe the hindrances and affordances of integrated curricula in such a way that the findings can guide informed decision making processes undertaken by schools and teachers. We have proposed the complexity staircase framework to classify integration projects in a way that relates to the trade-off of integration efforts made. We have focussed on learning results, on the one hand, and factors that contribute to or hinder success on the other, in particular, those that concern the role of the teacher. Our aim has been to shed light on the kinds of integration to be used in particular circumstances, the learning outcomes to be expected, and the type and amount of effort that is needed.

The research questions are:

1. What effects of integrated science and technology curricula in primary school are reported? In particular:
   - What are cognitive learning effects?
   - What are affective learning effects?
   - What effect on the time spent on science and technology education has been reported?

2. What factors contribute to or hinder the success of integrated science and technology in primary school? In particular:
   - Teacher commitment
   - Teachers’ PD
   - Teacher support
   - Problems in implementing integrated curricula

**Method**

In this study, we analyse the recent literature on integration. In an early stage, it had already become clear that there would not be enough material to perform a true meta-analysis. Therefore, we performed a review, in which we have focussed on quantified learning results from tests on knowledge and skills, as well as, on attitude measurements. A focus group study involving researchers and teacher educators was performed. By bringing in their
expertise, we broadened the empirical basis. The group also contributed to the validity of our analysis and conclusions and helped to ensure its relevance for school practice.

**Review Setup**

The first step in the review study was finding and selecting the projects to be analysed. We choose projects as a unit of analysis. Experts were asked for their suggestions on projects, and literature was collected from our own previous research as well as through elaboration on the keywords and authors in the review studies mentioned above. We searched using Google Scholar, employing various key words and their combinations. Examples include *integration, integrated, science, technology, primary and education*; the results were screened by their titles. If we could make no direct decision, we made an additional analysis of the abstract. Lastly, we browsed the reference lists of all of the articles we initially collected. Several research papers referred to a project website, and these websites were subsequently examined for additional research reports. In collecting the samples, we employed various criteria:

- The project concerned the integration of science and/or technology or at least language education or mathematics.
- The project’s goal was directly related to integration, e.g., to its design, its implementation, or its outcomes.
- The project focussed on students somewhere between kindergarten and age 12.
- The project reported empirical results of a qualitative or quantitative nature.
- The project’s results were reported in 1994 or later.

**Project Descriptions**

Eight research projects were found that met the selection criteria: GTECH, CORI, PC, WEE, Angles, IDEAS, Seeds/Roots, and Aims. Table 4 provides an overview of all projects included in the review, their main characteristics, their classification on the integration staircase, the available data on cognitive and affective results, and an overview of the sources used for the review. A description of the projects is presented below.

**GTECH** (James, Lamb, Householder, & Bailey, 2000) is a project in which nine teams of mathematics, science, and technology teachers designed several integrated units over a two-year period while focusing on integrating subject contents across curricular disciplines and implementing ICT in the classrooms. Learning goals were comprised of science concepts, problem-solving, thinking skills, and favourable attitudes toward the involved subjects. GTECH involves age levels that partly overlap with primary education. Their focus is on problem solving and thinking skills, and their inclusion of both science and technology make the project relevant for this review.

Wondering, exploring, and explaining on the part of primary school students are at the core of the integrated reading and science project, ‘WEE science’ (Anderson, West, Beck, Macdonell, & Frisbie, 1997). Two teachers used the WEE strategy that began with wondering about the content of normal, commercially available books and then deepened the learning
process by exploring such strategies as model-building, microscope work, observations, and experiments.

Concept-Oriented Reading Instruction (CORI) aims at supporting students reading motivation by merging reading strategy instruction and conceptual knowledge in science. The original CORI project began in 1992 and ended in 1997; two follow-ups were realised in 2007 and in 2012. The last project focused on adolescent learning and was therefore not a subject of our study. Over a thousand students were taught in the CORI programmes.

Whereas PrimaryConnections has focused more on science, the CORI project focused more on reading. Over 20 research papers were published in peer-reviewed journals and can be found on their website. For our analysis, a meta-study by Guthrie (Guthrie, McRae, & Klauda, 2007) was our key source.

The project placed daily reading instruction in the context of a science subject using commercially available books. Their goal was to increase reading motivation and engagement and to foster conceptual knowledge development in science at the same time (Guthrie et al., 2004). Guthrie reported the following claims as the rationale behind the twelve-week CORI project: ‘(a) Engagement in reading refers to interaction with text that is simultaneously motivated and strategic, (b) engaged reading correlates with achievement in reading comprehension, (c) engaged reading and its constituents (motivation and cognitive strategies) can be increased by instructional practices directed toward them, and (d) an instructional framework that merges motivational and cognitive strategy support in reading will increase engaged reading and reading comprehension’.

PrimaryConnections aims at linking science with literacy’. It is an innovative approach to teaching and learning to enhance primary school teachers’ confidence and competence in teaching science. PrimaryConnections (PC) has introduced curriculum resources and a professional learning program for teachers in three stages in Australian primary schools. Stage 1 in 2003 began by framing a conceptual model of integrative science learning and teacher professionalization (Hackling, 2007; Hackling, Peers, & Prain, 2007); that model was tested in 56 trial schools in stage 2 (Hackling & Prain, 2005); and it was expanded into a nation-wide effort in stage 3 (Dawson, 2009). So far, 23 curriculum units and a professional learning program have been developed and tested. These can be found on their website along with a collection of research reports and background materials.

PrimaryConnections adapted Bybee’s 5E model (Bybee, 1997), in which students ‘Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate and Evaluate’. PrimaryConnections uses this constructivist and inquiry-based approach to link science with literacy. It emphasizes that students who are in the process of learning science will use verbal and visual representations to talk, discuss, and visualize science concepts. There was an emphasis on science and on the ‘literacies of science’, such as representing and communicating science concepts, processes, and skills. The focus on science and the ‘literacies of science’ arose because the project originated as an answer to concerns about the status and quality of science teaching in Australian primary schools.
Munier and Merle (2009) studied the interdisciplinary mathematics and physics approach of teaching the concept of ‘Angle’. Three teaching sequences were developed, refined, and tested in grades 3, 4, and 5. Starting from a real-world context that was meaningful for students, the sequence intended to facilitate the learning process of geometry concepts.

Central to the project, IDEAS is an instructional model designed to accelerate primary school student achievement in science, reading comprehension and writing. Using the so called ‘In-Depth Expanded Applications of Science’ model (IDEAS), the project combines reading and science education. The project has expanded from a classroom setting with three teachers (Romance & Vitale, 1992) to 51 teachers (Romance & Vitale, 2001). A scale-up study began in 2002 and investigated even more schools (Romance & Vitale, 2008). The above-mentioned papers were selected for this review because they provide a good overview of the complete project. Many additional materials can be found on the project’s website.

The IDEAS project has focused on implementing a schedule that earmarks 1½ to 2 hours daily for science with integrated reading and writing activities across grades 3–5. The project intends to solve the problem of a lack of adequate instruction time for science by replacing a block hour of reading or language instruction with one that integrates language instruction or reading with in-depth science instruction. Attention is paid to both hands-on science activities and the reading of science books and journal writing.

The rationale behind integrating science and reading stems from the conviction that reading skills and science thinking skills overlap and increase attention on content reading as a learning aim, so that most applied reading goals are incorporated into in-depth science reading (Romance & Vitale, 2001).

Seeds of Science/Roots of Reading is a curriculum that integrates science and literacy in order to provide access to in-depth science knowledge, academic vocabulary, and powerful skills and strategies in both literacy and science. The Seeds/Roots project is a large-scale project with the goal of integrating of science and literacy. In 2003, the first steps were taken, which led to a field test including 25 teachers in 2004–2005 (Wang & Herman, 2005). After this initial start-up, over the next two school years, 100 teachers per year participated in the research project (Goldschmidt & Jung, 2011a, 2011b). Publications on the background and the results of the project can be found on the website. Twelve curriculum units integrating science and literacy have been developed and tested, partially building upon the products and experiences of the Great Exploration in Math and Science (GEMS) project. In order to deepen learning in both science and literacy, the Seeds/Roots project is based on three guiding principles: ‘Engage students in first-hand and second-hand investigations’, ‘make sense of the natural world’, ‘employ multiple learning modalities’, and ‘capitalize on science-literacy synergies’ (Lawrence Hall of Science, 2012). Students read and investigate, thereby triggering process skills such as predicting, classifying, and interpreting, which are vital for both reading and science and which contribute to meta-cognitive skills.

Activities Integrating Math and Science (AIMS) is a program that provides opportunities to acquire scientific and mathematical knowledge and skills through student-centred inquiry and discourse based approach. Although this project started in 1981 and a research paper about
the results appeared in 1994, we have nonetheless incorporated it into the analysis because the project has continued to develop since then. There is an active website (http://www.aimsedu.org) with educational materials and a newsletter with current updates. The initial materials were developed with the assistance of 80 teachers; since then, more than 75 books with activities have been produced, and thousands of teachers have participated in workshops. Its integrated activities and corresponding model of learning are based on students counting and measuring during hands-on real world experiences, recording the measurements, and then writing about them. Illustrating the findings with graphic representations leads to abstract thinking in which higher-order thinking skills such as hypothesizing, generalizing, and analysing are used (Berlin & Hillen, 1994).

**Determination of type of integration**

On the basis of various project sources, such as scientific publications, project websites, and curricular materials, the projects were categorized according to the determination scheme in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 1</th>
<th>The content of the lessons is taught by separate teachers or the content of the lessons is about one subject ⇒ connected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two or more subjects are incorporated in the same lesson ⇒ nested / multidisciplinary / interdisciplinary / transdisciplinary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>Each subject has its own (set of) learning goals ⇒ nested / multidisciplinary (go to step 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The (set of) learning goals transcend(s) the individual subjects ⇒ interdisciplinary / transdisciplinary (go to step 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3</td>
<td>One of the subjects is dominant over the other (as indicated by the learning goals) ⇒ nested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The subjects are equally important ⇒ multidisciplinary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td>The learning goals are (predominantly) taken from subject curricula or schoolbooks and/or are teacher orientated ⇒ interdisciplinary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The learning goals predominantly include solving real world problems and/or are student orientated ⇒ transdisciplinary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first author analysed the available materials, selected key elements of the project descriptions from the various sources on each project, and then presented them to the other authors. For every project, all steps of the identification scheme were discussed by referencing all of the project’s available sources until a consensus on the project’s integration approach was reached. The type determinations are also listed in Table 4, which represents an overview of the projects.
Analysing the Projects

Our evaluation of the effects of the selected projects (research question 1) focused on four factors:

1. The effects of cognitive learning on both knowledge and higher-order thinking skills in the field science/technology and in the complementary school subject integrated
2. Attitudes of students toward science/technology and toward the other school subjects integrated
3. The effect on the amount of time students spent on science/technology
4. Questions and problems highlighted in the materials analysed

Five projects were quite comprehensive, and multiple sources for them were available. Documentation typically comprised teaching materials, teacher guides, a website, several (research) papers, and additional documents describing the project. For three projects, documentation comprised just one research paper. All documents were imported into the computer program Atlas.ti to support the qualitative analysis. Atlas.ti allows for the systematic coding of relevant sections and quotes in the documents (Muhr & Friese, 2004).

When considering learning effects and attitudes, we first looked for statistical estimates of the acquisition of knowledge and skills reported in the studies. Care was taken to account for the kind of information provided on a particular variable. It may have been tested on the basis of the students’ (or teachers’) perception, or else, may have been based on classroom observations. Some studies used indicators like ‘the number of positive remarks on the lessons’. Occasionally, the measurement was merely a claim supported by argumentation. We used these various sources of qualitative information to enrich the collected data.

Not all research projects reported on all four types of learning effects, and the studies varied in the way they reported, in particular, on effectiveness. Some projects reported on students and others on teachers. Sometimes there were qualitative data; other projects gathered a large pool of data that allowed them to report quantitative results. In table 4, the effects are listed separately. Where hard data were available, we presented them; additional claims are presented in a separate row.

To answer the second research question, we searched for phenomena that helped teachers create, or hindered them from creating, effective integrated education. We focused on teacher commitment, teacher PD, and the various kinds of support provided to the teachers. In addition, we analysed the projects for reported pitfalls and problems. The methodological approach we employed was a qualitative review. After systematically studying the projects, we listed the various results on teacher motivation and commitment, and based on these we formed conjectures. After discussing the conjectures with the focus group, we went back to the material to systematically review all of the data supporting or opposing the conjectures (Gravemeijer, 2004).
Focus Group

To support our analysis and interpretation of these projects, two focus group interviews were conducted in order to deepen and validate the literature analysis (Morgan, 1996; Morgan & Spanish, 1984). Morgan (1996) defined a focus group as ‘a research technique that collects data through group interaction on a topic determined by the researcher’. The group begins with a question raised by the researchers. Through discussion, the group may raise additional questions, make comments on assumptions, and advise on particular matters to examine or form hypotheses on the research questions, thus helping to deepen the analysis.

In general, it is advised that focus groups be heterogeneous in order to create a rich, multi-perspective discussion and to avoid biases. Our focus group was comprised of four (associate) professors and/or researchers in science and technology education, four (associate) professors and/or researchers in (primary) education, and four teachers and/or educators.

Two group conversation meetings were organized. In the first session, the demands on the categorizing framework were discussed. Based on their expertise, the focus group’s discussion contributed to the definition of the various integration types for primary education (Table 1) and the type determination scheme used to classify the projects (Table 2). The focus group was also very supportive in reflecting on the review and in valuing the effects reported in the various projects (research question 1). A verbatim record of the meeting’s content was sent to the group members to ensure correctness.

In the second meeting, the focus group discussed the preliminary review results, focusing mainly on factors that may have helped or hindered the teachers (research question 2). In order to verify the tentative conclusion, the group members were asked to discuss our preliminary findings’ feasibility, practicality, and soundness. The group members discussed how their experiences with integration related to our preliminary model, thereby enriching the available information on the integration approach. A written report on the focus group discussions and their main conclusions was sent to the participants to validate factual information on the projects.

The focus group members were also individually asked to complete a series of open questions on the general aim of this study and ‘the possibilities of and difficulties in establishing integrated science/technology curricula as a way to promote science and technology in primary education’. The personal answers were clustered and used as a background and reality check for interpreting the results of this study. This is presented in the discussion section of this paper.

Results

Reported Effects

The first research question concerned the cognitive effects, the affective effects, and the effects on time spent on science and technology of the various integration.
Cognitive learning effects.

Cognitive learning effects on science/technology were reported in seven projects and were predominantly positive. CORI, Seeds/Roots, and IDEAS used an experimental setup with control groups; PrimaryConnections provided results based on a large-scale survey; and WEE, AIMS, and Angles collected and analysed student and teacher claims about the project.

On the basis of a meta-analysis of 11 studies, CORI reported a significant improvement of treatment groups over control groups, with an effect size of 1.34 for knowledge acquisition \( (n = 502) \). In the meta-analysis, one study reported on science inquiry skills \( (n = 98) \), and an effect size of 0.57 was reported.

The PrimaryConnections project presented indirect measures. Among teachers, 87% believed that ‘science learning improved’. Students in experimental classrooms were ‘twice as good in representing science results’ than students in control groups. PrimaryConnections also reported that ‘more students’ could identify the variables in an investigation. In a survey \( (n = 538) \), approximately 70% of the students indicated that they learned lots of science during the tested curriculum.

Students in the WEE project were asked to report on what they learned during the integrated lessons. The students reported 177 declarative knowledge claims (for example, ‘I learned about . . . ’ or ‘I learned that . . . ’) and 17 procedural knowledge claims (such as, ‘I learned how . . . ’). However, the researchers express concerns with the number of science misconceptions that students listed in their final evaluation.

The Angles project focused on teaching methods and not on student outcomes. The authors of the studies on the project claimed that the integrated teaching approach leads to knowledge development in the domains of both mathematics and physics, and that the students developed modelling skills.

In the IDEAS project, science understanding was reported to have increased. Science achievement in IDEAS classrooms was the equivalent of 0.93 to 1.6 school grades better than in control classrooms. Classroom observations indicated that the quality of questions asked by the students improved as well as their ability to explain science concepts in terms of classroom science experiments and real-life applications. An evaluation by independent researchers of the Seeds/Roots project revealed significant positive results \( (p < .05) \) on the understanding of the content and nature of science. Teachers report the on-going development of skills and cognitive abilities like observation, categorization, question asking and using data.

The AIMS project teachers evaluated the outcomes of the learning process through an observation protocol focusing on student activities that revealed acquiring science knowledge and skills, affective learning results, or social competencies. The teachers had been previously trained to use it. Their collected outcomes were divided into three categories: cognitive, affective, and social. Most outcomes concerned science related cognitive results: 423 in total. These outcomes were further divided in categories based upon Bloom’s Taxonomy. The first two levels, knowledge and comprehension, contained 297 outcomes and were characterized by statements such as these: ‘recalled prior knowledge to solve a problem’, ‘able to record and interpret data’, ‘showed some understanding of concept of …’, and ‘could explain their thinking’. As for the higher-level competencies in Bloom’s
taxonomy (application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation), 126 outcomes were registered. These were characterized by the following types of statements: ‘Made real-world connections’, ‘spontaneous comparing and contrasting’, and ‘knew when their data [were] faulty’. So, the AIMS teachers reported a substantial number of learning outcomes related to higher-order, 21st-century learning skills.

For results concerning reading, three projects reported specific measures. CORI reported an effect size of 0.9 for reading comprehension \( (n = 98) \) with standard reading comprehension tests used in a quasi-experimental setup with pre- and post-tests and control groups. The IDEAS project reported on reading achievement over a multi-year period with 51 teachers in all. The experimental groups performed the equivalent of 0.3 to 0.5 grades levels better than the control groups \((total \ n = 1200)\). The Seeds/Roots project reported on student vocabulary and found that treatment groups scored significantly higher than control groups, with an effect size of 0.38 \( (n = 1483) \) and 0.23 \( (n = 1950) \). The Seeds/Roots project reported no significant learning effects for reading and writing.

**Affective learning effects**

Most projects have indications and qualitative descriptions on students’ attitudes. CORI reported effect sizes to describe their findings, PrimaryConnections provided results based on a large-scale survey, WEE used a student questionnaire, AIMS analysed comments the teachers gathered, and IDEAS offered only indirect claims.

The CORI project reported an effect size of 0.3 for reading motivation when comparing experimental classes with control classes, comprising over 1000 students in total. In PrimaryConnections, students \( (n = 538) \) completed an anonymous survey in which they had to compare their experience of science in the PrimaryConnections curriculum with their experiences of the standard science curriculum. For the question, ‘Have you enjoyed science this term?’ on average, less than 8% of the students indicated that they did not enjoy science in the experimental conditions.

From a questionnaire used within the WEE project, 70% of the students \( (n = 44) \) reported that they liked the project, its explorative section in particular, and 50% disliked nothing in the project. The majority of the other 50%, who did dislike something in the project, focused on matters that did not concern the curriculum, such as ‘the video cameras in the classroom’. A small group of students did not like ‘explaining their findings to each other’. The figures reported indicate an overall favourable attitude toward the project in general and toward the science section in particular.

IDEAS reported ‘increased confidence and motivation’, as well as ‘active classroom participation’, indicating ’high interest in and motivation to learn science concepts’. Parents reported that their children were, for the first time, enjoying reading their textbook.

In a Seeds/Roots case study of six classrooms, teacher interviews revealed that students were really interested in learning and loved the hands-on experience, and students even reported that science was their favourite subject. It was reported that students ‘held their interest for reading even for challenging books’ and that ‘there was not one bored person in the class.’
The AIMS project did not differentiate between attitude effects in science and language. The teachers in the project collected 234 affective outcomes through the observation protocol. These outcomes were divided into three categories: (a) attitudes toward mathematics and science (e.g. ‘looked forward to doing science’ and ‘actively engaged in learning’), (b) dispositions/habits of mind (e.g. ‘desire to know more’ and ‘high level of excitement’) and (c) self-efficacy (e.g. ‘proud of what they had accomplished’ and ‘wanted to keep working when it was time to quit’). From this, it was said that ‘teachers report many positive learning outcomes regarding attitudes towards science and mathematics’. The teachers indicated that these positive attitudes seemed to be a prerequisite to an effective learning environment.

Effects on time spent on science and technology

Four of the eight projects explicitly reported that the time spent on science and technology during the use of the integrated curriculum effectively increased. Seeds/Roots used a control-group setup, and PrimaryConnections reported results of a large scale survey, WEE provided only indirect information. The IDEAS and CORI project design required specific time investments. The other projects did not report on this issue.

The connected project, GTECH, was effectively carried out within the context of the science lessons alone. Moreover, since the mathematics teachers withdrew from the project, the whole unit had to fit into the time allocated for science. This indicates that for GTECH, the time spent on science did not increase and possibly even decreased.

In PrimaryConnections, the participating teachers indicated that the time spent on science increased. Measured in 91 classrooms, it was found that the number of classes in which less than 30 minutes a week were spent on science decreased from 27% to 11%. The number of classes with 30 to 60 minutes of science a week decreased from 41% to 27%, and classes that spent more than 60 minutes a week on science increased from 31% to 62%. In addition, the quality seemed to improve because PrimaryConnections teachers reported that science was taught more often in the morning when normally the high-priority subjects are taught.

The WEE project reported that students talked with their families about WEE three times on average during the course, and that all of the students indicated that they liked talking about WEE. This indicates not only a favourable attitude toward science, it also indicates that the time spent talking about science in a non-school situation had increased.

In the IDEAS project, 1½ to 2 hours a day that were normally spent on language and reading were reserved for the project, hence, time for science increased. Classroom observation in the IDEAS project revealed that at least 30 minutes of that time was spent in hands-on activities, experiments, or demonstrations.

The CORI project brought about a similar change. During the 3 to 8 months of the CORI project, this was the only form of reading and language teaching that the students had, and the reading and language training of the students in this period was dedicated to science topics. Twice a week, the dedicated, oral-reading fluency time was spent on hands-on activities or the study of science concepts. In the Seeds/Roots project, teachers who were using the project materials spent approximately 50% more instructional time on the science
unit than the control group teachers using the standard unit. The control group teachers \((n = 35)\) spent around 180 minutes on science while the treatment group \((n = 38)\) spent 270 minutes on science. Of that time, one third (for both treatment and control groups) was spent on hands-on activities.

In Table 3, we have summarized the reported effects. Within the cognitive and affective effects we have distinguished between effects on science and technology and effects on the complementary subject. Within the cognitive effects, we have differentiated between effects on knowledge and effects on higher, 21st-century thinking skills. In the table, we have distinguished between negative results (−), no results (0), weak positive results (+), and strong positive results (++). Strong positive results, for example, have effect sizes of higher than 0.8 or an increase in student performance equivalent to 0.5 grade level or more.

In the nested approach to integration, we distinguished between the projects that focussed on language (CORI and WEE) and the project that focused on science (PrimaryConnections). In PrimaryConnections, a large amount of effort was put into the science section of the integrated subject.

Table 3: summary of reported cognitive, affective and time effects of integration projects categorised according their integration approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approaches to integration</th>
<th>Connected (language)</th>
<th>Nested (science)</th>
<th>Nested (science)</th>
<th>Multi-disciplinary</th>
<th>Inter-disciplinary</th>
<th>Trans-disciplinary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project name</td>
<td>GTECH</td>
<td>WEE</td>
<td>CORI</td>
<td>PC**</td>
<td>IDEAS</td>
<td>S/R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science knowledge</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thinking skills</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other subject</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other subject</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time effects on science</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: negative results (−), no reported results (0), weak positive results (+), and strong positive results (++).

'N.a.: in transdisciplinary projects the subjects are integrated to such an extent that separate measurements of the subjects is no longer useful.

**PC: PrimaryConnections project S/R: Seeds/Roots project.

Factors that Contributed to or Hindered Successful Implementation

The second research question concerned factors that contributed to or hindered the successful implementation of integrated science. In particular, we investigated teacher motivation and commitment (as in, for example, the resonance of the project’s aims with the teachers’ personal aims), teacher PD, support offered to the teachers, and problems reported concerning the implementation of integrated curricula.

Teacher motivation and commitment

A qualitative review was performed. Once we had systematically studied the projects, the various results on teacher motivation and commitment appeared to form four categories that
represented four factors underlying teacher commitment. In order to verify the tentative results, our focus group members were asked to discuss the feasibility and soundness of the findings. We then re-examined the data for evidence supporting or opposing the hypothesized factors.

A first important factor that contributed to teacher commitment concerned the aims of the integrated projects. Teachers were described as strongly motivated by student-centred teaching pedagogies where students were actively involved and more likely to attain 21st-century skills. The literature also indicated that teachers felt the need to increase student-centred learning and hands-on activities (Levitt, 2002). The alignment of the project’s aims with the teachers’ sense of fulfilment when they observed students using and learning 21st-century skills was an important contributing factor.

Projects categorized according to the various steps on the complexity staircase began with the goal of increasing hands-on activities and/or problem solving skills. Furthermore, in all of the projects reviewed, the teachers were stimulated to use hands-on activities, inquiry-based teaching, or problem-solving pedagogies. On the basis of national reports and studies, most projects underlined the importance of scientific literacy: not only reading about science/technology but also acquiring the appropriate skills through inquiry and problem-solving. The multi-, inter-, and trans-disciplinary projects explicitly focussed on subject-transcending goals. AIMS claimed to address higher-order thinking and problem-solving. Angles and Seeds/Roots explicitly postulated that science can support the learning process of the other subject.

The focus group experts also indicated that integrated approaches stimulate higher-order thinking skills and 21st-century skills, for example, an investigative and problem-solving attitude. Although goals related to higher-order thinking skills, 21st-century skills, and subject-transcending goals were mentioned frequently, this does not mean the traditional, subject-bound learning goals that are often more knowledge-focused are unimportant. Most experts suggest a combination of these goals. The members of the focus group recognized the results of the analysed projects as concurring with their experience. Both the experts and our analysis stressed the importance of real-world context and skills.

A second factor that contributed to the teachers’ commitment to integrate two or more subjects was being encouraged by the positive effects of the program on student motivation. A nested project such as CORI stressed the importance of a meaningful context for the reading lessons. Students and teachers became, through the integration, more motivated and cognitively stimulated. For CORI, increasing motivation for reading via integration with science was a main goal.

An interdisciplinary project in which reading played an important role was the Seeds/Roots project. In this interdisciplinary project, teacher motivation was present in both subjects. Researchers who studied the Seeds/Roots project reported that teachers found the units overwhelmingly usable, effective, and engaging. Furthermore, the researchers found that the teachers were active and enthusiastic. They reported that many participating teachers expressed enthusiasm about an approach that embraced both science and literacy learning goals, and all teachers said they would use the unit again when they had the choice.
In the IDEAS project, a multidisciplinary project, experimental-group teachers were initially very reluctant to discard the basic reading lessons, particularly with regard to explaining the curriculum rationale to parents. This concern, however, was overcome early in the school year when many parents voluntarily informed teachers how pleased they were with their children’s excitement about classroom science instruction and with their children enjoying, for the first time, reading their textbooks and other science materials at home.

Another source of this favourable expectation was the pedagogical approach taken in the projects. The combined effect of learning by doing and a pedagogy where students used inquiry and problem-solving skills was used in many projects to increase student and teacher motivations in science and technology. The focus group also stressed that science and technology can create a meaningful, authentic context for development of reading competencies. Or, as one of the experts said, ‘the world students live in is not divided into separate subjects’.

A third factor that contributed to teacher commitment was the wish to spend more time and attention to science/technology within an already overloaded curriculum. PrimaryConnections, WEE, and IDEAS tried to increase the time spent on science by integrating it with language/reading. Reading about science instead of arbitrary content not only makes the lessons more meaningful but also proves to be time-efficient because the science instruction is completed in part during reading instruction time. AIMS tried to increase attention to science by integrating it with mathematics.

In the GTECH project (connected approach), the time-sharing advantage was far less obvious. Not all sub-projects within GTECH were successful, and mathematics teachers appeared to believe that there was neither the space nor time for the integration of science and technology. As seen above, worries about endangering compulsory curricular goals initially tempered teacher commitment in multidisciplinary approaches to integration. Growing motivation on the part of the children, however, increased teacher motivation. The focus group confirmed this result as an important motivation for integrated approaches to science and technology education.

A fourth factor leading to stronger teacher motivation and commitment was the contribution that integration projects can make to teachers’ self-efficacy. The nested project, PrimaryConnections, which had chosen science as a primary focus, reported that 83% of participating teachers \((n = 106)\) had high self-efficacy and that many teachers with long teaching careers who had avoided science until then were teaching it with passion. Other projects on the lower part of the complexity staircase did not report specifically on teachers’ self-efficacy, while the interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary projects claimed positive results. In the Seeds/Roots projects, an increase in teachers’ \((n = 40)\) science self-efficacy was reported \((p < .01)\). Similarly, in the AIMS project, enhanced professional self-concept and teacher enthusiasm were reported. The researchers claim that the teacher-researchers had strong positive feelings about their involvement in the project and that teacher involvement in the project greatly contributed to the teachers’ sense of professionalism.
Teacher professional development

Teacher PD appears to be an important factor in implementing integrated curricula. During its first session, the members of our focus group expressed concerns regarding the teachers’ preparation. The group feared a lack of adequate knowledge of science/technology content knowledge (CK) and pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) related to science and technology teaching (Shulman, 1987). They had also expected the teachers to be too focused on their current textbooks and to be uncertain on how to or unable to transform their regular lessons into integrated ones. When teachers are unsure of their own abilities (low self-efficacy), it is unlikely that they will commit themselves to innovative ideas. Teaching materials that clarify and specify the integrated approach and teacher PD may help solve this problem. In addition, the focus group expected that implementing integrated science/technology education would require knowledge of curriculum integration (PK), as well as requiring a change in the teachers’ teaching approaches that could conflict with convictions about teaching and attitudes towards science and technology.

The projects roughly reflected the suggested need for teachers’ PD. Five of the projects included some sort of teacher PD (GTECH, CORI, PrimaryConnections, IDEAS, and AIMS). These are large-scale integration projects. The nested project, CORI, has emphasised PD with regard to reading, and the connected project GTECH has centred on ICT skills for teachers. Three projects did not have a PD program. Although the Seeds/Roots project did not offer PD, documents recognized the teachers’ pivotal role and identified five teacher roles that are crucial for a successful implementation. Moreover, teachers and researchers have stressed the importance of PD in the case of scale-up activities. The WEE and Angles projects did not include a PD program. These are smaller projects, and some informal professionalization was found in their descriptions. In the WEE project, one of the teachers participated in the development of the teaching materials, while in the Angles project, the researchers were present in the classroom, so that there were ample opportunities, for both the teachers and the researchers, for on-the-job training.

When analysing the projects, we identified five common PD themes for teachers. The first was the teachers’ beliefs and attitudes towards science/technology education. Four PD programs addressed the relevance of science/technology as part of the curriculum. All programs explained the rationale behind their ideas on ‘curricular integration’ to the participating teachers via PD programs, teaching guides, or classroom participation.

A second aspect that the projects have in common is their focus on the teachers’ knowledge of science and technology (CK), and on domain-related teaching skills (PCK). Understanding the core concepts of the science/technology that was being taught was a recurring theme in the PD programs. In five projects, the teachers’ role in facilitating student learning and the teaching competences needed were well-documented. The most crucial ones seemed to be guiding students in inquiry, providing conceptual understanding, engaging students in higher-order thinking skills, and facilitating a student-centred way of learning. Growing familiar and confident with inquiry-based and hands-on teaching activities was part of all five PD programs.

Preparing teachers to implement the materials and the teaching model was a third recurring feature of PD. Teachers and trainers went through the materials together and
identified and solved potential difficulties. Teachers’ self-efficacy, sense of professionalism, and sense of ownership were reported to be greatly stimulated because of their involvement in developing their own teaching materials (instead of being confronted with unfamiliar materials).

The fourth common category was developing in assessment skills and procedures. Assessment is of great importance in convincing teachers of a project’s value. On all steps on the integration staircase, teachers have reported being afraid that integrated curricula do not comport with standardized testing and the usual focus on literacy and mathematics. Assessment makes students’ learning processes and outcomes visible and hence enhances teachers’ appraisal of the integration project.

Finally, the PD programs stressed the importance of follow-up training. Either a delegation of the project researchers has visited the schools, or follow-up meetings have been arranged.

**Teacher support**

During the first session, our focus group suggested that teachers need to be provided with new curriculum materials or assistance in developing new materials. When we analysed the projects, it became clear that all of the projects actively assist the teachers, but that the assistance varies from tools that guide teachers in developing new units by themselves to complete teaching units previously designed by a research team. Three projects have the individual teachers construct their own lessons while offering help with the process. IDEAS has employed a development tool that helps teachers to use science as the context for other learning activities such as reading, writing, and concept-mapping. CORI and WEE (nested approach) have employed preselected, commercially available books. The books were selected to be compatible with the specific scientific concepts being taught and were used to increase student reading comprehension. A fourth project, for which the researchers did not develop any lessons, was the connected approach used by GTECH. In this project, new curriculum resources were collectively developed by groups of teachers. Nine school-based teams of science, mathematics, and technology teachers created 16 integrated units. These development teams were supported by the research team through a professional training program. The project reported that the mathematics teachers withdrew from the curriculum development because they felt that there was no time for science and technology in the mathematics classes.

Three projects in the middle and on the top end of the complexity staircase (AIMS, Seeds/Roots, and Angles), offered the classroom teachers complete integrated teaching units. The development of the units sometimes involved a selected group of teachers. In the Angles and Seeds/Roots projects, it seems that the researchers developed most of the materials, respectively, 3 units with 4 lessons and 12 units with 30 lessons. In the PrimaryConnections project, in which literacy skills were nested in science education, teaching materials were designed and tested by researchers and a selection of teachers. The teachers who received the units for classroom usage felt reassured by the involvement of teachers in the units’ development and testing.
In none of the projects has it been reported that teachers have received technical support with the hands-on activities, and classroom assistance with these activities has never been present. As reported, exploring and hands-on activities should be facilitated in PD programs and pre-designed lessons. Sometimes teachers mention a lack of resources and time. Nowhere, however, has the lack of support seemed to have been a deal-breaker for the teachers in implementing hands-on activities.

**Reported problems with integration**

Most projects have reported some difficulties with implementing the integrated curriculum. Some of the problems have already been mentioned in a specific context, and here we will place them in a broader perspective.

A first obstacle is the lack of time/space within the existing curricula and timetables. In the connected approach to integration (GTECH), problems were reported with involving the teachers in the project. The researcher found that mathematics content was rarely integrated into the units for science and technology. Furthermore, the science teachers were often the only teachers who implemented the units in their lessons. The mathematics teachers, especially, indicated that there was no space or time in the curriculum.

A lack of time within the existing curriculum for science in combination with the overwhelming importance of mathematics and language has also been reported by the Seeds/Roots project. Similar concerns were reported in other projects. Teachers in the PrimaryConnections project reported on ‘the on-going battle with literacy and numeracy for time’. The researchers involved with the Seeds/Roots project hypothesized that ‘the emphasis [on] language in the educational system may slow the promotion of science down.’ In the WEE project, the children were not free to investigate what they wished: they had to choose explorations that fit into the limited time available. The teachers in the Angles project were sometimes in a hurry to carry on with their teaching plans instead of being patient and giving the students the amount of time they needed to investigate the concept of angles until they fully understood it.

A second, related obstacle in primary education concerned curricular aims. In some of the projects in the middle and on the top of the integration staircase, conflicts have occurred between the new units and the existing curriculum. The AIMS project, for example, experienced problems connecting the new activities with the curriculum. They therefore provided extra information for teachers that helped them link the integrated curriculum to their traditional curriculum instead of treating it as ‘isolated fun activities’. In the IDEAS project, one of the initial barriers for teachers was that the proposed alternative way of teaching reading/language was feared not to comply with state curricula and standardized testing.

A third problem concerned the assessment of integrated curricula. Because of the importance of standardized testing, schools want to be able to confirm their choices by presenting good learning results. Classroom assessment is not always easy, especially when the aim is to achieve higher-order thinking skills. Some PD programs, therefore, have addressed the development of assessment tools that primary teachers can use.
A fourth problem in the implementation of integrated approaches is primary teacher confidence and background in teaching science and technology, especially in the projects in which many hands-on activities are introduced. PrimaryConnections reported teachers having low self-efficacy in teaching science because some teachers did not yet understand the goals and methods of teaching of science. The AIMS project reported that because of the involvement of teachers in the development of the materials, other teachers were reassured and felt more confident about trying the lessons.

Other obstacles arose from school-level factors. In four projects, support on the school administration level was described as difficult. WEE and AIMS mentioned the high costs of materials and the difficulties in obtaining a budget for them. Searching for low-cost alternatives was important in these projects. Teachers in PrimaryConnections and AIMS experienced difficulties with resources such as storage space. Another aspect, and a potential problem, is that both teachers and school managers should understand the value of science in general and the value of teaching science in particular (Fullan, 2001). In the scale-up of the IDEAS activities, the persuasion of teachers, principals, and administrators that the program added value to the standard curriculum received extra attention. Teachers in Seeds/Roots expressed the need to help participants comprehend the vision and value of the program.

The costs of PD programs also posed difficulties in some cases. Large-scale innovations in particular, such as PrimaryConnections and IDEAS, have high costs for PD and scale-up projects. For large and small projects alike, the costs for curriculum materials (in the case of AIMS), books (in the cases of WEE and CORI), and science equipment and supplies for hands-on learning (in the cases of AIMS and Primary Science) were mentioned as barriers to implementation.

Finally, another relevant problem was scale-up and sustainability. Both PrimaryConnections and IDEAS recognized the risk of failing to create a sustained improvement. Within a short period of time, there was increased attention on integrated units and science; but when funding comes to an end, a school should be willing and able to continue its efforts. Therefore, both projects spent a lot of energy on the scale-up activities and sustainability. Key elements were school-wide implementation, teacher PD over a multi-year period, and a network of mentors and seminars. The CORI project reported that the success of implementation depended on incorporating a set of coherent practices. In a classroom setting, it is not possible to implement only part of a strategy because everything is interdependent. Most integration projects not only use integrated lessons; they also depend on higher-order thinking skills and a more student-centred pedagogy.

Discussion and Conclusion

In this study, we set out to review integrated primary-school curricula in which science and/or technology were integrated with mathematics or language education. In order to help solve the problem of a lack of attention on science and technology in primary education, we have intended to support primary teachers and schools in making informed decisions on the way to integrate science and technology into their curricula.

Based on a series of theoretically described approaches of integration (Drake, 2007; Fogarty, 2009; Haggis & Adey, 1979; Hurley, 2001; Rennie et al., 2012a) we proposed a
framework that provided defined descriptions of integration and its various types based on their level of complexity.

Overall, the reported effects (research question 1) have been positive. In general, students’ motivation and appreciation of science and technology are reported to have increased, and most projects have also reported an increase in the time spent on science. Projects have also reported students’ appreciation of more holistic knowledge, which they can use in real world situations, and the positive development of students’ attitudes and engagement (Venville, Rennie, & Wallace, 2012). In addition, the projects have generally reported positive learning results in the domain of science and technology as well as in the domains of mathematics and language, which involve knowledge as well as higher order thinking skills. This is in line with previous research on other school levels (e.g. Czerniak, 2007) and previous, more general research that has reported that students in integrated curricula ‘do as well as, and often better than’ students in discipline-based curricula (Vars, 1996, p. 148).

Regarding the second research question, teachers were found to value the aims and positive effects on student motivation of the integrated science projects. This also raised their self-efficacy and commitment. They have also recognized integration as a way to teach science and technology within the constraints of an overloaded curriculum. Teachers are generally motivated and optimistic about teaching science/technology and 21st-century skills, which they value as beneficial for all school subjects as well as in everyday life. In line with Keys (2003), we find that integrating science and technology with other school subjects can compensate for primary teachers’ lack of confidence in science teaching due to perceived low self-efficacy and a possible lack of knowledge. This argument is specific for primary schools where the teachers are non-specialists.

In general, we have concluded that the findings belie the widespread fear that primary teachers lack to a critical degree the knowledge and self-efficacy that are necessary to effectively teach either science or science in an integrated form. In none of the projects was particular technical support considered necessary. Once initiated, with a manageable amount of PD and support, integrated science projects can be effective.

Not all projects have these characteristics in equal amounts, and this seems to be related primarily to the type of integration pursued and sometimes modulated by particular project characteristics such as the scale of the project and the subjects integrated. This is in line with Rennie and colleagues (2012a) who state that ‘each curriculum must be judged according to its purpose’ (p. 5). Hence, we will take a careful look at our primary education projects in search of relations between their position on the complexity ladder, and learning effects and factors in implementation (hindrances and affordances).

Looking at the connected approach (GTECH), we have found very little evidence of effects on learning and increased time for science. Participating teachers have observed increased student skills, but one main problem has occurred in involving all of the participating teachers in the implementation. In the connected approach, teachers with a single disciplinary background have each taught a separate section of the integrated curriculum. The teachers’ mono-disciplinary focus and separate teaching have possibly made it unnecessary to integrate the subjects, and teachers therefore have prioritized their own
disciplines. In the GTECH study, in which mathematics, science, and technology were to be integrated, the mathematics teachers indicated that they did not have the time to participate fully in the integration project. The mathematics content was therefore not incorporated into the integrated curriculum. It could be that if there had been only one teacher to teach all subjects instead of three, it would have been easier to incorporate all of the chosen subjects. In other integration approaches, we observed that teachers’ initial hesitation disappeared when they experience the successes of the integrated curriculum. In order for this to take place, teachers and schools must be willing to take the first step. A construction wherein teachers focus separately on the different subjects that are involved in the integration project does not appear to be effective.

The overall conclusion is that the connected approach may be ineffective in creating more attention on science and technology in primary schools. It is not immediately convincing to teachers, nor do the circumstances created lead to enough student enthusiasm or learning results to boost teachers’ motivation. Therefore, the model does not appear to lead to a sustained, and higher level of attention on science and technology. On the other hand, apart from the effort put in by the teachers, the costs in terms of PD and teacher support are relatively low. Because the standard aims and the curricula change only slightly in a connected approach, it is relatively easy to start. It also appears to be relatively cheap and requires only limited support on school-level factors (cf. Jacobs, 1989).

The three projects using a nested approach to integration have reported learning enhancement mostly with respect to the main topic of the resulting lessons. In the case of CORI and WEE, science and technology were nested in language education. The addition of science and technology was intended to increase reading motivation by focusing reading on a useful topic. In the case of PrimaryConnections, the opposite is true: most attention in the classroom is given to science/technology instead of reading and language.

The nested projects have led to the acquisition of science knowledge and reading skills. Reports on 21st-century skills were absent in WEE and scarce in CORI. PrimaryConnections has science as a main focus, and it is therefore not unexpected that they reported more extensively on 21st-century skills. The projects have also led to students adopting favourable attitudes toward the subjects and to sustained motivation and commitment on the part of the teachers. Furthermore, the time spent on science and technology has increased. Both outcomes were achieved with a relatively small amount of time invested in PD specifically tailored to the ‘embedded’ subject of the integration. Standard curricular goals can still be achieved, and the support and effort required on a school managerial level seems limited. Again, the focus on science instead of literacy in PrimaryConnections has caused some teachers to need more support from the school. WEE and CORI do not require much teacher support in the form of pre-designed lesson materials.

A clear hazard of the nested approach, however, is that one of the subjects—the one that is nested into the other—can be more or less neglected. Students and teachers may be well-prepared for one of the integrated subjects but less well-equipped for the complementary subject. PD in all three projects with a nested approach usually requires investing more time and effort in one of the subjects. This is also reflected in classrooms practices. Not surprisingly, teachers involved in PrimaryConnections called for more and better integration
of literacy into the science units. Another issue is that a nested approach may not be able to completely replace both subjects. This is reflected by the report on misconceptions in the WEE project. This could indicate that in a nested approach, the smaller and embedded subject needs to be addressed separately.

In the multidisciplinary approach to integration (2 projects), both disciplines that are integrated appear to benefit from the integration. Especially in the large-scale IDEAS project, detailed results demonstrated improved learning effects in knowledge and skills, very positive attitudes, and more time spent on science. Both projects reported that the students acquired higher-order, domain-related skills (investigation, in-depth learning, and reading).

We have concluded that these types of projects necessitate major changes on the part of the teachers. Compared to the connected and nested approaches, the multidisciplinary projects invested more time and effort in developing curricula, especially for the science sections. This was caused by the need to make changes in the existing curricula and even, to some extent, in the subject’s aims. For example, in Angles, a teaching sequence was implemented and tested several times by the researchers over three years preceding the classroom implementation. The multidisciplinary model also necessitates more PD and teacher support. In the IDEAS project, teachers have been supported and trained in a multi-year program to ensure sustainability. This multi-year investment in multidisciplinary approaches also seems to be necessary to overcome an initial barrier where teachers fear accountability-oriented government or state testing. Through successful experiences, and maybe through the ownership they acquired during this process, teachers were able to overcome these fears. The multidisciplinary approach requires more investment and school-level support over a longer period of time than the nested approach.

The projects that use interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary approaches (2 projects) reported favourable learning effects and attitudes. Because the learning effects may include knowledge and 21st-century skills, which are not a regular part of the disciplines, assessment is less straightforward, and the meaning of the results less clear. The teachers and students were generally highly enthusiastic, engaged, and active in the integrated curriculum. The Seeds/Roots projects resulted in a significant amount of time spent on science. Ninety minutes were spent daily on reading instructions using texts with science content goals; twice a week, reading was replaced with hands-on investigation.

These projects have provided the teachers with a growing degree of structure and previously developed materials. Integration projects with this approach have developed many curricular resources and teaching units for teachers. PD is extensive in one of the projects, and in the other project, it is called for by both teachers and researchers. It seems likely that these projects and the requested curricular changes are so encompassing that it is hardly possible for teachers to manage on their own without the support of supplementary materials and PD.

Because these types of integration imply changes being made to standard educational goals as well as the use of new teaching methods, we think that support for the teachers is vital. In the Seeds/Roots project, for example, not all teachers had the skills and confidence to successfully implement interdisciplinary, integrated curricula. In the AIMS project, teachers
were afraid of losing connection with the official curriculum. The students’ activities were, consequently, sometimes too ‘teacher-guided’ to foster the desired, higher-order thinking skills. The involvement of teachers in the development of curricular materials was found to be reassuring for other teachers.

Interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary types of integration appear to yield high student and teacher motivation and advanced learning results, but they require a large scale and vast and sustained investments on the part of both teachers and schools.

We propose the model in Figure 2 as a summary of our conclusions. This model connects the descriptive typology of integrated curricula (the integration staircase) with both the expected cognitive and affective effects and the project requirements that particularly concern teacher PD and support.

![Figure 2: Model of integrated curricula. Proposed correlation between the approaches to integration and the chances and needs for students and teachers.](image)

Roughly speaking, the higher and more complex the type of integration is on the integration staircase, the greater the expected gain will be in terms of the expected learning outcomes such as curriculum knowledge, higher-order skills; and 21st century skills the enthusiasm generated within the students and the teachers; and the teacher commitment generated. Concurrently, the more complex the type of integration is, the higher the required investment must be in order to overcome tensions with the normal curriculum in terms of the
teacher commitment, the critical scale and duration of the project, the volume and comprehensiveness of teacher PD, the volume and quality of the teacher support, and the support on the school level.

The general picture is that the projects that use integration types that are high on the complexity staircase are more rewarding for the teachers and may better be able to sustain teacher motivation and commitment. At the lower end of the staircase, for example, the various subjects are taught separately, or even by different, specialist teachers. The teachers remain in their comfort zone, but there is little opportunity to implement a powerful and meaningful real-life learning environment and to achieve accompanying 21st-century learning goals. At the top end of the staircase, teachers have to teach integrated lessons with learning goals from several subjects. This places a greater strain on the teacher but appears to lead to higher motivation in students, and, moreover, offers learning opportunities for hands-on skills, problem-solving skills, and 21st-century skills. These successes, in turn, enhance teachers’ determination to sustain the integrated curriculum. Deviations from this general picture may occur. Irregularities can, however, be explained. For example, the emphasis on science activities and pedagogies (PCK) in the PrimaryConnections project can account for students’ and teachers’ engagement and for the focus on problem-solving skills.

We expect that the positive reinforcement that teachers and students exert on each other during an integrated curriculum are emphasized in primary education where students are instructed by only one teacher who teaches all subjects. Certain rewards of integration, such as a positive classroom atmosphere, are within easy access because of day-to-day interactions. This situation probably makes the dissolution of the boundaries between the subjects in primary education easier than it is in secondary education.

**Study Limitations**

Various limitations apply to our study. A first limitation of our model is its empirical basis. Although it was based on previous reviews and an analysis of all projects that have recently became known, the amount of data available is still limited. The focus group provided supplementary information and expertise that broadened the study’s basis. Integration projects may also focus primarily on ‘getting things done’ instead of focusing on scholarly research. Even though all of the projects we analyzed were involved in at least one research study, only three projects used control groups in their research. Finally, we could only incorporate results that had been published. An example is that although we looked for reported learning gains on 21st-century skills in all of the studies, it may be that they were simply not researched and reported in the older articles because the focus on these skills has been growing in particular during the last 10 years. In terms of Rennie et al. (2010), the available data limit the lenses we can use to analyze them.

A second limitation is inherent in the model we have used. Even though we grounded the categorization of projects in descriptive criteria (complexity) to avoid overlapping categories, it may not always be possible to unambiguously and mutually exclusively categorize projects (Haggis & Adey, 1979). There rather may be hybrid or intermediate forms of integration existing in a continuum (cf. Hinde, 2005). Also, analyzing and categorizing approaches from articles and other written sources alone may introduce a bias and never be
able to fully reflect the richness of each individual project. Effects and success factors depend in part on idiosyncratic characteristics: the subjects integrated, cultural and curricular context, size, topics, and so on. For example, in some countries, science and technology are separate subjects, while in others they are one. This may influence, for instance, teacher enthusiasm and commitment.

We sought to overcome these limitations by employing the focus group in parallel with the review. This helped to enlarge the scope of the information analyzed and to maximize the outcome validity, coherence and practical value. We think that despite the limitations, we have managed to construct a tentative, coherent, and consistent model that is able to guide informed discussions on integrated primary science and technology education. The model’s status is that of a tentative picture that is as good as it can currently be.

Summary

The model we propose is a valuable addition that practitioners may use to make informed decisions on developing and implementing integrated science curricula in primary schools. It may give substance to Hurley’s (2001) call for more research that ‘address[es] issues of curriculum implementation that would vary from form to form’ (p. 265).

From a theoretical point of view, our tentative model has contributed to solving Czerniak’s definition problem in a productive way. ‘Integrated curriculum’ has been recognized to be a container concept, that denotes a whole class of objects that show very distinct characteristics (cf. Rennie et al., 2012b), but for which a definition can be given that meaningfully relates to the educational characteristics of all integrated curricula. Integrated curricula are diverse, and our tentative model meaningfully relates classification on the complexity staircase to important other educational characteristics.

An important characteristic of our model is that it relates content specific aspects of the learning environment to characteristics of successfully implementing integrated curricula. This is in line with Thijs and Van den Akker (2009), who suggested that changes in one aspect of education, such as the objectives, presuppose changes in many other aspects of education, such as teacher roles, resources, and learning activities. Our research suggests that such a dependency exists between complexity of integration, learning outcomes, and innovation efforts.

From a practical point of view, the model can help people make decisions on curricular integration projects by correlating the necessary investments with the expected outcomes. It provides a specification of Venville’s (2002) idea of taking into account the underlying concept of integration when thinking about implementation. One could suppose that transdisciplinary integration would be the best choice for improving science and technology in primary education. But when limited means are available or when the scale is limited to only a few schools, it is not very likely that a transdisciplinary or even an interdisciplinary project will be successful. In this case, a nested or multidisciplinary approach may be a better. In any case, a key finding in our review is encouraging: when appropriate support and PD were present, a presumed lack of science knowledge and low self-efficacy among teachers concerning teaching science was not a fail factor in any of the projects reviewed.
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Table 4: overview of the projects included sorted by approach to integration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project name</th>
<th>Complexity-staircase classification</th>
<th>Subject areas involved</th>
<th>Effects</th>
<th>Sources selected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Affective: -not reported</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Time: -the project was done within the context of the science lessons alone, therefore no extra time was created.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Additional: Teachers: increased students skills in problem solving, teamwork, technical expertise and creativity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORI (USA)</td>
<td>Nested</td>
<td>Focus on reading, science is the context</td>
<td>Cognitive: Students: Reading comprehension: 0.9 Science inquiry skills (n=98): 0.57 knowledge acquisition(n=502) 1.34</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cori.umd.edu/">http://www.cori.umd.edu/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Affective: Students: Reading motivation: 0.30</td>
<td><a href="http://www.corilearning.com/">http://www.corilearning.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Time: Reading/language in this period was dedicated to science/technology topics. Twice a week the dedicated oral reading fluency time was spent on hands-on activities or the study of science concepts.</td>
<td>Guthrie et al. (2009), Guthrie, McRae, &amp;Klauda(2007), Guthrie et al.(2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEE (USA)</td>
<td>Nested</td>
<td>Focus on science, literacy as tool</td>
<td>Cognitive: Students: 177 procedural knowledge claims, 17 procedural knowledge claims, 16 affective claims. Students: 70% liked the exploring best, 50% disliked nothing, 50% did not like the video cameras or the explaining part.</td>
<td>Anderson, West, Beck, Macdonell, &amp;Frissie(1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Time: The students talked ±3 times with their families about WEE and they highly enjoyed these conversations (3.27 on a 4 point scale).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Additional: Students regularly express misconceptions on their final evaluation forms.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrimaryConnections (Australia)</td>
<td>Nested</td>
<td>Focus on science, literacy as tool</td>
<td>Cognitive: Teachers: 87% believed integrating literacy improved science/technology learning. Students: twice as good in representing science/technology results. More students could identify the variables in an investigation. Teachers: 83% high self-efficacy. Students (n=538): 90% positive or neutral on the question ‘Have you enjoyed science this term?’ 86% positive or neutral on question ‘How much have you learned in science this term?’</td>
<td><a href="http://www.science.org.au/primaryconnections">http://www.science.org.au/primaryconnections</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Time: Teachers: 98% said their teaching improved, science status and spent time increased. Classes (n=91) with less than 30 minutes of science/technology a week declined from 27% to 11% and classes that teach more than 60 minutes a week increase from 31% to around 62%.</td>
<td>Australian Academy of Science (2011); Dawson (2009) Hackling, Peers, &amp;Prain(2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Additional: Science/technology was more taught in the morning during the ‘high priority</td>
<td>Hackling &amp;Prain(2005, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project</td>
<td>Discipline</td>
<td>Science Focus</td>
<td>Cognitive Findings</td>
<td>Affective Findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Angles’* (France)</td>
<td>Multi-disciplinary</td>
<td>Science (physics) and mathematics</td>
<td>Cognitive: - not reported</td>
<td>Affective: - not reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDEAS (USA)</td>
<td>Multi-disciplinary</td>
<td>Science and reading</td>
<td>Cognitive: Students: science achievement 0.93 to 1.6 Reading achievement 0.3 to 0.5.</td>
<td>Affective: - Students talk at informal moments about science concepts and experiments. Classroom observations: High student participation in the classroom, hinting at high motivation and interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEEDS / ROOTS (USA)</td>
<td>Inter-disciplinary</td>
<td>Science and reading</td>
<td>Cognitive: Students: science content understanding and vocabulary. Nature of science assessment and vocabulary. No significant results for reading or writing.</td>
<td>Affective: -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIMS (USA)</td>
<td>Trans-disciplinary</td>
<td>Science and mathematics</td>
<td>Cognitive: The protocols reflected 423 cognitive outcomes</td>
<td>Affective: The protocols reflected 234 affective outcomes and 188 social outcomes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The name ‘Angles’ is not used by the original authors, but since all the other project have a name of their own we decided to name this project as well.
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